Key values environment

1. Innovation square, entrance to Conference Centre (left) and Science Museum (right)

Approach from main road Technopolis Innovation Park (1:10000)

Approach from the polder landscape, campus area of TUDelft

Birdview over the polder landscape, campus area of TUDelft and part from the Technopolis Innovation park.

Typical Dutch landscape; the Polder.

Central theme of the urban development is the common interest in technology which revolves around the site; a 'polder'. Technopolis' centre is thereby inspired by 'polderlandschap' which is a sophisticated form of landscape design. This 'polderlandschap' has a high technological environment and the shared specialization of water management are complementary to each other.

Half of the plot is left open for the 'polder'-landscape. It is part of the public domain and exists of the two key values. These key values are the Science Business Centre. The blue volume houses the museum and the red facilitate conference and study activity.

Geometry

Plan of ground floor (1:333)
Organisation

Roof construction